ANOINTED PROPHETIC PREACHING
"Communicating to others what is in our mind simply by our mind can produce no spiritual
results whatever." Watchman Nee, "Spiritual Man" Vol.2, p.166
Let it be clearly said - what you say for God by the aid of your mind alone completely lacks
the power to perform the necessary transformation in your hearers, and if so, why preach,
unless you are going to learn to do so by the prophetic impetus of the Spirit.
1.

The Mind can function Apart from the divine inspiration of the Holy Spirit.

2.

Real transformation takes place as the preacher preaches Prophetically.
Practical Tips for Prophetic Preaching

1.

Ask God for a Specific Word to preach and wait until He gives it before you build your
message.

2.

Build your message around two things:
a. His Leading - The Anointing.
b. Homiletical Form - The Structure.

3.

The Anointing + Structure = What fire is to wood, what gasoline is to an engine,
what plutonium is to a nuclear bomb.

4.

As you preach, keep the Prophetic element gained in prayer working in your mind
through every point.

5.

Know your Material well enough to relax before the Anointing.

6.

Allow the Anointing Liberty as you preach so that you are inwardly aware of following
it, not it trying to follow you.

7.

Be Patient; sensitivity to this takes time.

8.

Be a Clean vessel. The prophetic anointing is easily disturbed and its flow dammed
up.
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9.

If the flow is dammed get alone with God and ask Specifically for what has dammed
it. The Holy Spirit will impress your mind with the specific log jamb.

10.

Confess and clear away the jamb and let confidence and boldness return.

11.

Reject every thought of Worry or Fear that would block boldness. It takes boldness
to maintain the flow.

12.

All through the message concentrate on the Prophetic element and reject any though
that would seek to break the concentration.
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